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Abstract: From the past few years booking an online appointment for various purpose were made .There are
many apps were made on Booking an online appointment for shops like saloon ,parlour ,tattoo shop etc.but this
apps are made for only their shops This apps are not generalize apps.We have to go through different apps to
appointment for different purpose,We are going to build an app which will combine all the facilities provided by
different shops like saloon, barber and tattoo.so basically we give a platform to the customer where different
services are available at one place. This will save the time for surfing through different applications.
Our app will find the nearby location of shops,waiting list,online payment facility and the live status of the shop
in which the person has book an appointment. So the customer will be able to know the exact time to reach to
the shop. If any changes were made then it will notify through the app.it will show the nearby shops,their
timing,the services provided by them and the route from the current location to the shop.This will save the
precious time of the customer as he/she does not have to go in the shop and book an appointment. Also if the
shop is closed then the customer’s time will be waste by using the traditional method.As well as the
shopkeeper’s time and efforts will be saved as his shop’s advertisement is done through the app The customer
will know what services are provided by the shop and its respective cost.So this application saves precious time
of customer as well as shopkeeper.
Keywords: Android application, appointment, booking, services.

Introduction
There are many applications which are used for online appointment of different services.If a customer
wants any service related to salon the first thing to start in choosing a salon is to evaluate what needs to be done.
Also customers can have a problem while they were go to the nearest salon, sometimes the stylist they want are
not available so they will wait for it and for some reason sometimes customers are really impatient so they will
go to the other Salon and do their hair treatment there.
Traditional reservation of a Beauty Salon is a way that the customers are going to the salon and have a
schedule for a treatment and for scheduling an hairdresser, While the online appointment for a beauty salon you
can reserve a treatment and choosing a hair dresser that the customers really wanted.
It’s easy to have an online appointment than walking to a salon to have a reservation. It can save time
for those customers with a hectic schedule. This is the Scenario of a beauty salon. Same things are happens with
the spa, beauty parlor and tattoo shops. So we are building an application which will provide all these services at
one place. One can book an appointment through his/her moblie. show the live status of shops, so that the
customer will know the exact time to reach the shop.
The main objective is to develop an application for online appointment.
This study aim specifically the following listed below:
1. To save enough time travelling around than looking other salon’s that is full of customer.
2. It is easy to have an online reservation for women and other man that are too busy doing things and they
don’t have enough time to spend just for waiting in the Salon.
3. Having an online reservation of beauty salon,spa and tattoo shops can gain more customers because of the
uniqueness of it.
4. Customers can have spare time and they can choose what days they can have a treatment in the shops.
5. It provide other services like finding the nearby location of a particular shop, the services provided by the
shop, online booking and payment facilities.
Customers can gain good services in the beauty salon and also they will not go there at beauty salon to
get some appointment. Shops can gain more customers as they use an online appointment for the customers.
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How we present an application which will book on online appointment for the salon, tattoo and barber
shop. It will provide an platform to available different services at one place. There are many similar application
were made. There is an online appointment application related to our topic which show the live status, time ,
location of the shops. And we found a similar application regarding this, the name of the App Service Center
Appointment Scheduler System in which they said Royal Enfield provides online bike services. Royal Enfield
App is source for anything and everything customers need to know about Royal Enfield. There is another app
for shops with proper booking shops. In this app they have there so many bugs like the can’t provide online
booking, services station by calling, also they don’t have their android application. They only provide online
booking facility through websites only. There is an application in which the doctor can manages its appointment
from anywhere as well as the patient who are not able to go to clinic can take an appointment through this
application and both doctor and patient time will be saved.
We studied in the IJAET paper how appointment will be taken from home using application.

Conclusion
This is an application use to save the time. With this we can take an appointment in the shops like
barber shop, tattoo shop, beauty salon, etc. where we have to wait for our turn. As we get appointment from
home, it told us the time to arrive there in the shop which will save our time.
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